Introduction
• Synchronous language elements of Modelica 3.3 are "low level":
• Modelica_Synchronous library developed to access language elements in a convenient way graphically: // speed sensor vd = sample (v, Clock(0.01 Generates a periodic clock as an integer multiple of a resolution (defined by an enumeration).
Code for 20 ms period: Generates an event clock: The clock ticks whenever the continuous-time Boolean input changes from false to true. Holds a clocked signal and generates a continuous-time signal. Before the first clock tick, the continuous-time output y is set to parameter y_start; y = hold(u);
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Sub-and Super-Sampling
Defines that the output signal is an integer factor faster as the input signal, using a "hold" semantics for the signal. By default, this factor is inferred. It can also be defined explicitly.
y = superSample(u);
Slide 9 Defines that the output signal is an integer factor slower as the input signal, picking every n-th value of the input. y = subSample(u,factor);
Slide 10 Several other blocks to change the clock of a signal, such as Slide 11
Discretizing Continuous Blocks
A clocked partition can consists of differential equations, provided an integrator is associated to the corresponding clock (the differential equations are solved at one clock tick with this integrator).
Continuous-time PI controller
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Especially, inverse, continuous-time models can be discretized (this is not possible with Modelica 3.2):
clocked controller inverse plant model (input T_c becomes output output c becomes input)
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